
 

 

They open an urban case file to Viñaoliva   
The Plataforma Contra Contamination says that the City Council «does not apply equal Law for all» and 
this one accuses them of doing «demagogy». 
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May 28, 2009 

The City Council has opened to the company Viñaoliva, which is 
constructing the new distillery, a file of urban infraction to begin 
the works before counting on the corresponding permit. This 
situation was disclosed by the Plataforma Contra Contaminacion 
and yesterday was confirming by Fernando Bote, City Planning 
councillor. 

In the same way the Plataforma's president, Félix Lorenzo, 
reported that the distillery does not count yet on the 
environmental impact statement of the executive board of 
Extremadura, but that they do not go with the intention of 
undertaking legal action because they don´t know the project, 
adding that «we presuppose that there will not be any problems for the health being it  five kilometres from 
the urban nucleus». 

Despite that, Lorenzo has requested to the City Council that applies the Law equally for all, pressing charges 
to them to not to make it putting as example the companies Exporga and Cantos Blancos, denying to the first 
the licence of project having the study of environmental impact and permitting the second case that they 
increased without permits, neither environmental impact. 

In this respect, Bote has accused the Plataforma of doing «demagogy» , saying that they go to act with the 
same «kindness» than in other cases , «knowing that it is legalizable» , and that when they are harder it is 
when it does not go to be able to be legal «but that way we have not demolished anything yet» , it added. 

Bote has manifested that the distillery is an industrial indispensable project for the city but than it is 
necessary that he counts on «all the papers». 

 

Source: 

http://www.hoy.es/20090528/almendralejo/abren-expediente-urbanistico-vinaoliva-20090528.html 

 

Works of the new distillery in the road of 
Arroyo. / I. V. 
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